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Kenneth Radley. Get Tough Stay Tough: Shaping the Canadian 
Corps, 1914-1918. Solihull, uk: Helion and Company, 2014. Pp. 423.
It is rare that a book imparts upon the reader a comprehensive 
overview of leadership, command, supervision, and motivation in a 
way that remains interesting and engaging while being concurrently 
deeply educational and thought provoking. Radley has accomplished 
this and more in his work on the creation and development of the 
Canadian Corps during the First World War.
It is important to outline at the outset what this book is not. It is 
not a discussion of Canadian operations, successes, and failures during 
the War; nor is it an analysis in any way of Canadian operational 
doctrine. Finally, it is not a synopsis of the personalities of individual 
commanders that influenced the Canadian Corps, except in so far as 
they serve as examples for Radley to highlight the lessons that he 
wishes to impart.
This book is an in depth study of the establishment and the 
maintenance of morale, discipline, and leadership specifically at the 
platoon, company, and battalion levels. It serves as a treatise on 
how the Canadian officers and nco’s conducted themselves in their 
relationships between each other and the soldiers. Radley draws upon 
well over three hundred sources in his analysis that serve to reinforce 
his central themes.
While there are a number of lessons that he discusses, three 
stand out as being both timeless and in need of constant reiteration: 
1) The distinct role of the Officer and nco: The Officer fights his 
platoon and establishes standards, the nco enforces those standards; 
2) The central responsibility of the officer is not the welfare of his 
men, it is fighting the enemy; and 3) The disciplinary system of 
summary trials and courts martial must be both timely and balanced 
in order to be effective.
A full two-thirds of the book is related to the above lessons. Lost 
in the maze of bureaucracy and regulation of the modern military are 
the fundamental tenants that we are soldiers first regardless of our 
occupation or trade; and that our primary duty, above all else, is to 
close with and destroy the enemy. Radley’s book focusses upon those 
aspects of leadership that reinforce and highlight these ideals.
As a counterpoint, he discusses the impact of a lack of leadership 
on discipline and on the effectiveness of units. Allowing standards 
to slip (such as saluting), turning a blind eye to insubordination and 
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dress standards are guarantees of unit failure. Soldiers are not stupid 
and they will see what they and their peers can expect from their 
leaders and, if they cannot trust them in training, they certainly will 
not trust them in combat; nor will they trust each other.
Having said that, Radley discusses the subtlety of effective 
leadership and its ability to recognize when discipline may be 
indirectly applied. Once a unit has established trust between the 
officers, senior nco’s and the men, it is possible and expected that the 
realities of the incredible levels of stress and hardship that front line 
soldiers operated under would be recognized. Thus, as an example, 
officers inspecting sentries may well make noise as they arrive to 
ensure that the sentry is assured to be awake. This is not considered 
to be a abrogation of responsibility but an understanding of human 
psyche; used selectively, this approach can further strengthen the 
bond between officers and soldiers. Radley provides numerous 
examples of this more subtle approach; however, he also emphasizes 
that this application of leadership cannot be effectively taught but 
must be mentored and experienced in order to develop.
The tools for reinforcing or re-establishing slipped discipline, that 
being summary trials and courts martial, are discussed at length by 
Radley. The methods of application of these must be both clearly 
understood and witnessed by the troops in order to ensure that the 
management of discipline is maintained. Timeliness and fairness are 
key underpinnings of the strength of the military justice system; 
failure to apply with a universal standard will undermine confidence 
in leadership, apply too liberally or too harshly will build resentment 
and delay too long and it will lose any message or meaning for 
the soldiers. The author’s use of numerous examples and statistics 
reinforce this position and add emphasis to his argument.
Radley closes his study in a unique yet unquestionably 
appropriate way: without input or analysis from the author, he 
reproduces an order that Lieutenant-general Guy Simonds issued 
almost thirty years to the day from the outset of the First World 
War. It emphasizes clearly and succinctly the methods to be taken 
in order to maintain and build morale, enhance soldiers and officers 
relationships, and trust as well as build professional competence. 
Radley’s point is clear: the lessons have been learned and they have 
only to be remembered and applied.
As indicated earlier in the review, there are few books that 
encompass the full spectrum of leadership and management together; 
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however, a few noteworthy exceptions do merit mention. First is 
Martin van Creveld’s Fighting Power,1 a book that analyses and 
compares German and us performance during the Second World 
War. His approach of breaking his study into compartments (i.e. 
recruitment, medical support, leadership etc) allows for a sharper 
and more defined individual focus not dissimilar to Radley’s book. 
Additionally, The Challenge of Command2 by Roger Nye is worth 
a look due to the fact that he not only specializes his discussion by 
chapter but concludes each by providing an in-depth recommended 
reading section.
Radley has also provided a comprehensive bibliography and 
extensive footnotes for the readers. Helion and Company has thus 
published a book of high quality. The author is a previous professional 
officer in the Queen’s Own Rifles of Canada and it is evident that he 
has researched and interpreted his topic from a position of in-depth 
knowledge and experience. It remains evident; however, that he has 
used that fact as a compliment to his research into the Canadian 
Corps and not as a baseline. His observations and discussions are 
thoughtful and insightful.
Confidence in their leadership, comprehension of the mission, 
and solid training are the pillars that Radley reinforces as 
representative of the backbone of Canadian Corps in the First World 
War. It was not easily achieved and required constant attention to 
maintain but it set the Canadians apart as a fighting force to be 
reckoned with regardless of the circumstances. Radley’s book is 
both a testament and a reminder of those things that transformed 
Canada’s volunteer force into an organization that was heavily 
respected, emulated and feared.
chris buckham, major, rcaf
1  Martin van Creveld, Fighting Power: German and U.S. Army Performance, 1939-
1945 2nd Ed. (Westport, Connecticut: Praeger, 2007). 
2  Roger H. Nye, The Challenge of Command (New York: Perigee Books, 2001).
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